
What is Next for the Music Ministry at FPC?

Times of major staff changes are common times for congregations to review their ministries and 
programs. Now is an opportune time for FPC to consider it Music Ministry. This memo is intended to 
outline issues and future opportunities for FPC to help the Session, in dialogue with the congregation, 
determine wise next steps for the future of the music ministry.


In my four years at FPC, through both conversation and observation with our members, I believe:


1. Fairmount is a congregation that loves music. Regardless of musical preferences, nearly all  
appreciate music as an art form, an educational tool, and/or a spiritual resource. 


2. Our music offerings do not currently reflect our commitment to inclusivity or our growing 
commitment to diversity. There is greater variety of musical preferences within our church family 
than is currently reflected in our typical music offerings.


3. We are a church open to experiencing a wide variety of sacred music, especially when it connects 
with our life of faith and is offered by those we know and love.


In talking to colleagues and looking at the broader denomination, a best practice among churches 
similar to Fairmount is a commitment to a more diverse offering of music, that holds the best of our 
tradition, while expanding the circle of music that is ‘sacred.’ Just as welcoming a wider diversity of 
people into our community deepens our connection to God and others, so too will a commitment to a 
broader array of musical offerings. Music, perhaps more than any medium in church life, has the 
capacity to open our hearts and minds to the diversity and wonder of God’s creation. Music is 
essential component to an active and vibrant faith. 


What might this expanded approach look like? 

• Our choirs expanding their repertoire to include gospel, world, and contemporary music.

• Utilizing the diverse musical talents within our church and community to enhance worship and faith 

formation opportunities (retreats, small groups, education).

• Traditional hymns being reworked for piano, guitar, and organ.

• A jazz ensemble leading worship quarterly.

• Folk and blue grass music being shared in worship, right alongside classical sacred music.

• Guest musicians from Cleveland music scene sharing their gifts in a variety settings in church life. 


How would we achieve this?  

The Session and congregation need to engage in conversation and provide input to help shape a 
cohesive vision for the next chapter in FPC’s music life. One key element to our future music life is 
professional staffing support. High quality music will continue to require excellent leadership; however, 
this leadership structure might be different than our past patterns. To meet our musical needs and fully 
avail ourselves of the breadth of high quality music professionals in Cleveland, the music staffing 
should consider:


Part-time Artistic Director whose primary task is to find, study, and make great music with the goal 
of helping visitors and members deepen their faith in and outside of worship. Working with resources 
in our congregation and the larger community the AD would work within multiple music genres, 
actively recruiting members and musicians to share their gifts in a variety of settings. It is a best 
practice in many vital congregations to hire a lead musician who is connected to the wider music 
community through engagement in other part-time work.




Part-time Organist (Pianist) who would help continue our legacy of quality church music in worship, 
funerals, and weddings.


Part-time Music Assistant(s) to help with the choirs and to ensure that music is being offered in 
multiple settings. 


Given what we know about the evolving church music scene both locally and nationally, we are 
confident we can find quality people to fill these positions at or below the current budget allocation. 
Underpinning a revised staffing structure would be the same commitment to high quality, well-
rehearsed, theologically sound music we have enjoyed for over a century. That being said, musical 
excellence is never enough; church music must always be connected to our life of faith. 


How does this strategy connect with and support our core values?  

• authentic, grow our appreciation of the diverse musical interests and talents within our community. 

• generous, utilize our musical resources to ensure all who connect with our congregation are 

strengthened in their faith through our musical offerings. 

• inclusive, affirm and express the wide diversity of sacred music that exists in our family of faith. 

• innovative, connect people to God through a variety of musical styles and settings.

• relevant, intersect with a culture that is rapidly expanding in its diversity and complexity,


